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NASA beginners guide to remote sensing:
https://earthdata.nasa.gov/learn/backgrounders/remote-sensing

What satellite data are available - orbits
Geostationary / Geosynchronous (GEO)

Polar orbiting (Low Earth Orbit LEO)

At an altitude of 35,800 km, a satellite orbits
the earth exactly once in 24 hours

Satellite altitudes typically 850 km and pass close
to the pole. Orbit has a fixed orientation to the sun

Applicability
Geostationary / Geosynchronous (GEO)

Polar orbiting (Low Earth Orbit LEO)

 continual coverage of one section of the
globe every 10-15 minutes

 good polar coverage

 data acquisition straightforward

 larger payloads with more instruments
o crossing time of the equator is fixed

 all longitudes now covered
o reasonable spatial resolution (kms)

 poor polar coverage

 good spatial resolution

 satellite only views a small portion of
the earth at one time

 revisit time for a particular location is
much longer (particularly at low
latitudes)

What satellite data are available - products
• Passive and Active sensors
• All utilise the electromagnetic spectrum
• Most passive sensors of interest operate in
the visible, infrared, thermal infrared

Some things can be “seen”, most are derived
• Single channel
• Multi-channel
• True-colour
• False-colour
• Brightness temperature difference
• Derived data e.g.
• Aerosol optical depth
• Cloud top height
• Thermal anomalies
• Specific species – chemicals, ash
• Land cover

Important Considerations
• Satellite data are not the truth!
• Many assumptions go into the
final data products
• Important to compare like with
like

Qualitative comparison
PROS
• Useful for verifying that model simulations get material
in the correct locations in space and time
• And informing model and source choices if not
• Does not require access to or processing of raw data
• Images can easily be downloaded from the web
CONS
• Projections of model and satellite image often different
• Model and image may be showing different things

Quantitative comparison
• Enables quantitative and statistical
validation
• Can help refine model
parameterisations
• May be done spatially for a single time,
through to comparison of total
atmospheric burdens over a long period

TropOMI
Sulphur dioxide
retrieval

Longitudinal
profile of TropOMI
vs two model
simulations

IASI plume height data overplotted on model
vertical cross-section

• Needs access to and understanding of
the numerical satellite data
• Regridding, averaging kernels, etc

Images from de Leeuw et al, 2021, using NAME

Inferring source information
At the simplest level, images and data
can be interrogated to inform:

Image from ESA

• Location | Timing | Area/extent
• In some instances, the emitted species
• If these evolve with time
More involved techniques use data and
models to numerically resolve the
evolving source
Schematic from Pardini et al, 2018, using HYSPLIT

More sophisticated
data-fusion techniques
• These involve using models and
satellite data/algorithms in
combination
• Techniques such as:

Image generated from a NAME
dispersion model plume and NWP

Satellite data

Original model
simulation

Simulation after
data insertion

• Simulated imagery
• Data insertion
• Data assimilation

• Areas of active research

Images from Prata et al, 2021, using FALL3D

Conclusions
Some specific challenges
A lot of dispersion events are:
• Near the ground
= affected by cloud cover
• Small-scale
= below the resolution of
some sensors
• “unusual” species
= not detected by satellite

• Increasing volume and
resolution of satellite data is
opening up many new
opportunities
• Data-fusion techniques bring
the possibility of much closer
integration between satellite
data and dispersion models,
particularly for forecasting
• It is important to understand
the uncertainties in the
satellite data in the same way
we appreciate the
uncertainties in our models

